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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
• WILL USE MOST ADVANCED FLIGHT-
QUALIFIED PROCESSOR
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PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
• USES PDP-11/23
• OPERATES IN A SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
• PROCESSES REAL OR SIMULATED DATA
DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM
USEDIMP-16'S
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OBJECTIVES
1. DEVELOP A MICROPROCESSOR-BASED AUTOMATED ORBIT
DETERMINATION SYSTEM (AODS) USING:
• PDP-1 1/70 AS THE DEVELOPMENT MACHINE
• PDP-11/23 AS THE TARGET MACHINE
• HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE - FORTRAN
2. EXERCISE THE SYSTEM IN CONJUNCTION WITH A SIMULATOR.
\
3. REFINE SOFTWARE TO ACHIEVE HIGHER EFFICIENCY.
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ONBOARD NAVIGATION WITH TDRSS
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HARDWARE OVERVIEW
Environment Simulator
P^DF- 11/70
• 768 K Bytes
Memory
• FP-11C Floating
Point Processor
• 1 76 M Bytes
Disk Storage
• 1 600 Bpi Tape
Drives
• RSX-1 1 M Operating
System S
Tracking Data &
Uplink Tables
Performance Log
Performance
Plots &
Reports
Simulation
Scenario
AODS Prototype
PDP-11/23
256 K Bytes Memory
Floating Point Microcode
(32 and 64 Bit)
No External Storage
RSX-11S Operating System
RSX-11S Console
Commands
Programmer/Analyst
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SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
Environment Simulator
Automated Orbit Determination
System (AODS)
Data Preparation
• Simulation Schedule
• Select Tracking Data
• Verify Uplink Data /
Tracking Data Processing
• Max of 500 Observation
Pairs Over 24 Mrs.
• TORS Orbit
Propagator
^B Uplink Tables, Tracking Schedule, /
^^^L- Simulation Schedule /
Simulation
• Perform Scheduled
Uplinks to AODS
• Data Corruption
• Fast Time Option
Uplink Messages
Telemetry Output
AODS
Control
/
\
Orbit Determination
• Batch Least-Squares
Estimator
• Solve for Orbit (6),
Drag and Time Coef. (4)
^1 Event History, \
^^^L AODS Performance Log \
Analysis/Output
• Format Telemetry
Ouput
• Orbit Comparison
With "True" Orbit
\
Orbit Propagator
• 8th Order Cowell
• Complex Force Model-
8x8 Harmonics, Drag,
Solar Radiation
TYPICAL AODS SIMULATION SCENARIO
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
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PURPOSE
ONBOARD
COMPUTER
OTHER
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR NAVIGATION
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT CONSIDERATIONS
1. SELECTION OF A FLIGHT-QUALIFIED PROCESSOR
• 64-BIT FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
• LARGE ADDRESSABLE MEMORY (BEYOND 64K)
• MULTITASKING OPERATING SYSTEM
2. HARDWARE INTERFACE
• RECEIVER - ADDS - COMMAND AND DATA MODULE
• AODS - OTHER ONBOARD PROCESSORS
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